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Abstract: Concrete-filled steel tubular Y-shaped (CFST-Y) piers are good candidates for meeting
the structural and aesthetic requirements of bridges. By using the theoretical and nonlinear static
(pushover) analyses, the seismic performances of three types of CFST-Y piers were evaluated at
different seismic hazard levels. The theoretical formulas were first proposed to estimate the lateral
stiffnesses for piers with different pier–deck connections. Then, the structural ductility with the
development of plastic hinges in piers was investigated based on the pushover analyses. The results
demonstrate that the structural dimensions, deck mass, shear limit, and stiffness of bearings can
remarkably affect the formation of hinges and thereby lead to different energy dissipation patterns
to achieve the expected performance in piers. The findings suggest an economic design strategy of
piers, using CFST-Y members as energy dissipation fuses with multiple hinges, to achieve low-level
seismic performance cost-effectively.

Keywords: seismic design; pushover analysis; CFST; Y-shaped pier; energy dissipation

1. Introduction

To achieve aesthetic, functional, and economic objectives simultaneously, urban
bridges are usually designed to be flexible with a distinctive profile, light deck, and slender
piers [1]. Recently, the Y-shaped piers have attracted the interest of architects and engi-
neers due to their impressive appearance, small base requirement, and better transverse
resistance than the one-pillar pier. Yet, under either vertical eccentric or lateral earthquake
loads, the bending moments around the wye approach joint become asymmetrical. This
may be detrimental to the load-bearing capacity and seismic performance of the bridge and
thus, it requires much larger strength capacity and ductility in the structural members of
Y-shaped piers, especially when they are used in seismic zones.

To date, performance-based seismic design has been widely accepted in civil
engineering [2,3]. The design aims to achieve the desired seismic performance in struc-
tures before the consideration of their strength requirements, which demands enhanced
ductility and strength in structural members simultaneously. It was reported that the
confined concrete under transverse reinforcement had contributed a lot to the post-yielding
ductility and strength in reinforced concrete (RC) and concrete-filled steel tubular (CFST)
members [4–6]. Chacón et al. [7] characterized the good flexural ductility of CFST piers with
a large allowable lateral displacement. Many experiments [8,9] have also demonstrated
the highly efficient energy dissipation in CFST columns. Therefore, to obtain better seismic
performance, CFST members have remarkable advantages in strength and ductility at the
same structural dimensions [10,11].

Particularly, when the Y-shaped piers are designed to meet the aesthetic requirement,
CFST members become preferred candidates to meet the performance demand and strength
demand with the nearly minimal member cross-section. With the slender members, the
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CFST Y-shaped (CFST-Y) piers may possess low ductility demand due to the global slender-
ness, leading to redundant ductility in some localized members. This redundant ductility
capacity has also been reported in earthquake-damaged CFST columns [12] to obtain further
fire resistance. In addition, the residual seismic performance, characterized as enhanced
ductility and energy dissipation before failure, was observed in the RC columns retrofitted
with fiber composite wraps [13]. Albeit, the well-known ductility redundancy in CFSTs,
the residual ductility capacity [14] beyond seismic demand was still not exploited.

To address the seismic challenges in structures on account of functionalities and site
conditions, the capacity design strategy was proposed by deliberately designing some
‘ductile’ members at a relatively lower capacity to protect the ‘brittle’ members in the
structural system [15,16]. Based on this strategy, some structural members with redundant
ductility can be designed to act as fuses that help the overall structure meet the global duc-
tility demand on achieving the desired seismic performance [17–19]. To achieve different
performance objectives at the corresponding seismic hazard levels, a practical design of
fuses was proposed by Yang et al. [20] with the equivalent energy design procedure. This
energy-based procedure facilitates the seismic analyses of structures with the consideration
of the residual ductility of CFST members.

At present, seismic analyses of structures were usually conducted through the pushover
method by graphically comparing the structural response under the given earthquake event
with the target performance at a specific hazard level [21–23]. Using this method, some re-
searchers have evaluated the seismic performances of bridges at the corresponding shaking
intensities [24,25]. However, previous works were mainly focused on the seismic evaluation
of the typical highway or railway piers where additional dampers were used for energy
dissipation [26,27]. There are scarce reports on the seismic evaluation of pier systems by
utilizing CFST members for extra energy dissipation.

The goal of this work is to propose an enhanced energy dissipation strategy for piers
with CFST Y-shaped fuses. To obtain this goal, the effects of the design parameters in
piers, bearings, decks, and pier–deck connections will be investigated on the formation
of multiple hinges that determined the progressive energy dissipations before and after
the expected performance. The study will try to seek an approach for enhancing energy
dissipation in piers by exploiting the CFST Y-shaped members.

2. Models and Methods
2.1. CFST-Y Bridge Pier Models

In three types of Y-shaped piers considered in this work, as shown in Figure 1, both
the lower columns and the upper limbs are built of circular CFST members with identical
diameters of 0.6 m for the limbs and 1.0 m for the column. The total pier heights (h) range
from 4 m to 10 m, which is comprised of the column height (h2) and the limb height (h1)
varying from 1 m to 7 m individually. The center-to-center spacings (d) between two limb
tops range from 1.2 m to 7.2 m. All CFST members are made of Q345 steel tubes with a
thickness of 16 mm forming a Y-shaped pier filled with C35 concrete [28]. The bottom end
of the column is assumed to be rigidly connected to the foundation cap fixed at ground
level and the soil–structure interaction is neglected for simplicity.

In typical multi-span continuous bridges, piers are usually connected to the superstruc-
tures with rigid connections monolithically or the bearings elastically. In bearing-supported
bridges, the Y-shaped piers can be further divided into two categories: one with a steel
tension bracing installed between the two limb tops and the other without bracing. To
denote the structural configuration, we named the three types of pier systems by their
pier–deck connections: the monolithic piers, the braced articulated piers, and the free
articulated piers.
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Figure 1. Sketches and typical pier models for three types of bridges with the monolithic piers
(a), the braced articulated piers (b), and the free articulated piers (c), respectively.

2.2. Pushover Methodology

The seismic design of bridges was usually conducted by nonlinear static (pushover)
analysis [29]. This analysis is prevailing in the conceptual seismic design due to its simplic-
ity, easy explanation, and low cost [30]. In this work, inelastic static analyses are conducted
to study the seismic performances of the CFST-Y piers. With large lateral resistance, this
Y-shaped pier is often used in urban bridges to support decks at similar low to modest
heights. In pushover analysis, the pier–deck system can be considered as an equivalent
single-degree-of-freedom (SDF) model. When a horizontal force is applied to the deck mass,
the pier is assumed to deform in the first vibration mode. According to the displacement-
based design approach [31], the deck displacement can be limited within an accepted range
by designing the initial stiffness and yielding strength of the pier. Thus, a conceptual design
can be conducted by evaluating the deformation and yielding behaviors of the pier under
pushover loading.

For seismic evaluation of the Y-shaped piers, we performed static inelastic (pushover)
analyses based on the recommended procedures in ATC 40 [32] to estimate the strength and
deformation demands under Design-Based Earthquakes (DBE). First, non-linear pushover
analyses [30] are performed to deform the equivalent SDF model in the first mode shape
with the P-delta effect considered. The relationship between the shear forces and their
corresponding displacements is plotted as the capacity curve. Then, the capacity curve is
transformed into the Acceleration Displacement Response Spectrum (ADRS) that correlates
spectral acceleration (Sa) with spectral displacement (Sd) [19,33].

According to the Chinese seismic code [28], the elastic response spectra under design
earthquakes can be selected according to the assumption of damping ratio (usually 5%) and
site conditions. The design spectra can thus be transformed into the acceleration spectra
for girder bridges under Service-Level Earthquakes (SLEs), as shown in Figure 2. However,
as the seismic hazard level increases to the Maximum Credible Earthquake (MCE) level,
structures will yield under earthquakes, and the original damping ratio will be modified
accordingly. To capture the post-yielding performance in CFST-Y piers, the inelastic design
spectrum for each pier system was derived from its elastic design spectrum with the
modified equivalent damping and then converted into the target performance demand
spectrum [34]. Thereafter, a performance point for each pier can be obtained by intersecting
its capacity spectrum with the inelastic response spectrum at a given earthquake level.
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Figure 2. Acceleration spectra for piers at different hazard levels.

2.3. Numerical Models

Simplified bridge models with three types of CFST-Y piers are built by using an
open-source nonlinear finite-element analysis software OpenSees (v3.2.2, UC Berkeley,
Berkeley, CA, USA) from the Pacific Earthquake Engineering Research Center [35], as
shown in Figure 1a–c, respectively. The numerical models in this study were verified by
using another commercial software called Midas/Civil [36]. In each model, the pier is
simulated with fiber-based beam elements, whose typical cross-section is comprised of an
outer thin-walled steel tube and confined concrete, as shown in Figure 3. The steel tubes
are modeled with 12 outer-layer fibers with bilinear strain-hardening behavior at the elastic
modulus (Es) of Q345 steel in the first linear stage, and 0.01 Es in the post-yielding stage.
The confined concrete is divided into 48 fibers described by the Kent–Park model [37,38],
which performs well in modeling both the concentrated and the distributed plastic hinges
in CFSTs [6].
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Figure 3. SDF finite element models for the braced articulated pier systems with a typical fibred
column cross-section.

Piers connect to the deck by rigid links directly in monolithic bridges. While in bearing-
supported bridges, piers connect to the deck through both rigid links and rubber bearings
in series. In these cases, bearings are modeled with bilinear beam elements. A standard
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type of rubber pad bearings [39], with shear stiffness kb at 4370 kN/m, serve as elastic links
to support the deck. Two equivalent tributary masses for the pier systems are considered
in this work, depending on the corresponding span length and deck material.

To prevent catastrophes under severe earthquakes, shear keys are usually installed to
protect the bridge from unexpected failures. In both articulated piers, the shear limit of the
bearings is assumed to be either 5 cm or 10 cm by nearly rigid restrainers. The shear limit
can be modeled with a combined gap, composed of a compression gap and a tension gap in
parallel, and then in series connected with an elastic spring with much larger elasticity, i.e.,
5 times the shear elasticity of bearings. The shear keys are installed between each limb and
the deck, preventing the deck from sliding when the shear deformations of bearings exceed
the predefined shear limit. This detailing design is a necessary provision required by the
seismic design codes in China [40] which can also ensure the ductility of CFST members
exploited before the yielding of bearings.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Lateral Stiffnesses for Three Types of Y-Shaped Piers

Figure 4 shows the simplified diagrams of three types of Y-shaped piers made of
CFST members. In each diagram, a wye approach pier consists of two inclined limbs (with
identical height h1 and top spacing d) and one vertical pier column (with height h2). In the
two connected limbs, the equivalent moment of inertia of each limb is I1 and the inclined
angle between the two limbs is 2α. The lower column, with the equivalent moment of
inertia at I2, connects the two upper limbs rigidly with a casting wye joint.
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Figure 4. Simplified diagrams for CFST-Y pier systems with the monolithic (a) and the articulated
pier–deck connections with (b) or without bracing (c).

In this work, the piers systems are categorized by their pier–deck connections: the
monolithic, the braced articulated, and the free articulated piers. For simplification,
the shear deformation of CFST members is ignored. Thus, under the equivalent lat-
eral static loading (P) on the bridge deck (with the effective mass of m), the lateral
stiffnesses of the three equivalent SDF pier systems can be calculated by the following
Equations (1), (3), and (6), respectively.

kp1 =

(
1

kc1
+

1
kc2

)−1
(1)

where kc1 = 6EI1
h3

1 cos α
is the lateral stiffness of the two limbs in the pier, and E is the equivalent

elastic modulus for the CFSTs. The lateral stiffness of the column can be expressed as:
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kc2 =

(
h1h2

2
2EI2

+
h3

2
3EI2

+
h1

2h2

EI2
+

h1h2
2
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The lateral stiffness of the articulated piers with bracing can be expressed as:

kp2 =

(
1

2kbs
+

1
kl1 + kl2

+
1

kc2

)−1
(3)

Where tension deformation in bracing is assumed to be negligible, kbs is the shear
stiffness of a single bearing, and the lateral stiffnesses of the left and right limbs can be
calculated by Equations (4) and (5), respectively.

kl1 =
3EI1 cos α

h2
1(h1 − d/2λ)

(4)

kl2 =
3EI1 cos α

h2
1(h1 + d/2λ)

(5)

where λ is the ratio of the lateral seismic force to the equivalent gravity of deck (P/mg).
The lateral stiffness of the free articulated piers can be expressed as:

kp3 =

[
1

ke1 + ke2
+

1
kc2

]−1
(6)

where ke1 = kl1kbs
kl1+kbs

and ke2 = kl2kbs
kl2+kbs

are the equivalent lateral stiffnesses of the two inclined
limb-bearing systems that support the deck together.

All the above equations depend on their structural dimensions (h1, h2, and d) and
the material properties, like E, I1, and I2. It indicates that piers with different pier–deck
connections have distinct equations of lateral stiffnesses.

Three groups of piers are modeled at the constant circular cross-sections (d1 = 0.6 m,
d2 = 1.0 m) but with different structural dimensions (h1, h2, and d). The lateral stiffnesses
(kp1, kp2, and kp3) of the monolithic, the braced articulated and the free articulated piers
are calculated and listed in Table 1, respectively. For each case with identical structural
dimensions, kp1 is generally larger than kp2 and kp3. As h increases from 4 m to 10 m with
the increase of either h1 or h2 individually, all lateral stiffnesses (kp1, kp2, and kp3) decrease
monotonically. The stiffness reduction as a function of h is much more significant for kp1
than for kp2 and kp3, indicating that the monolithic piers are more sensitive to pier height.
The stiffness reduction due to the increase of h1 is larger than that due to h2. It is noted that
the influence of inter-limb spacing d on the lateral stiffnesses of the monolithic piers is not
so significant as that of h1 and h2.

Table 1. Lateral stiffnesses and ductility capacities for three groups of piers with varying
structural dimensions.

h
(m)

h1
(m)

h2
(m)

d
(m)

kp1 (103

kN/m)
∆u1
(cm)

kp2 (103

kN/m)
∆u2
(cm)

kp3 (103

kN/m)
∆u3
(cm)

4 1 3 3.6 93.09 9.01 7.97 8.15 7.71 8.41
6 3 3 3.6 20.83 15.01 6.91 14.71 5.90 14.01
8 5 3 3.6 7.05 29.51 4.88 29.51 4.39 27.81

10 7 3 3.6 3.11 31.01 3.48 30.61 2.66 30.22
4 3 1 3.6 39.40 6.65 8.19 6.81 6.81 6.81
6 3 3 3.6 20.83 15.01 6.91 14.71 5.90 14.01
8 3 5 3.6 10.87 19.01 5.30 19.45 4.68 18.01

10 3 7 3.6 6.06 24.71 3.82 24.21 3.49 23.55
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Table 1. Cont.

h
(m)

h1
(m)

h2
(m)

d
(m)

kp1 (103

kN/m)
∆u1
(cm)

kp2 (103

kN/m)
∆u2
(cm)

kp3 (103

kN/m)
∆u3
(cm)

6 3 3 1.2 21.95 14.51 6.97 14.41 6.18 13.85
6 3 3 3.6 20.83 15.01 6.91 14.71 5.90 14.01
6 3 3 6.0 19.16 15.11 6.84 15.31 4.91 15.21
6 3 3 7.2 18.29 16.31 6.80 15.81 4.58 15.51

3.2. Ductility Capacities for Piers with Different Pier–Deck Connections

The seismic evaluation of each pier is carried out by comparing the structural capacity
with the desired performance demand at a certain seismic hazard level. To identify the
yielding state of the pier, the initial yielding of the outmost layer fibers is termed the first
yielding, and the full development of the plastic hinge is termed the second yielding. The
ductility capacity of each pier can be characterized by the post-yielding displacement
capacity [41], ∆u, defined by the difference between the ultimate deck displacement, uu, to
the corresponding displacement, uy, at its second yielding.

∆u = uu − uy (7)

The ductility demand, ∆0, of each pier is determined by the difference between the
displacement demand at a given earthquake level and the corresponding displacement at
the second yielding.

∆0 = u0 − uy (8)

Similarly, the ductility capacities (∆u1, ∆u2, and ∆u3) of the three types of piers, as
listed in Table 1, are calculated with Equation (7) based on uu and uy obtained from their
corresponding capacity spectra. For cases listed in Table 1, the ductility capacity and the
corresponding ductility demands at three earthquake levels (SLE, DBE, and MCE) are com-
pared by bar charts, as illustrated in Figure 5. Generally, ∆u1, ∆u2, and ∆u3 are comparable
to each other with the fixed structural dimensions. For each case with h increasing from
4 m to 10 m, all ductility capacities (∆u1, ∆u2, and ∆u3) increase monotonically with the
increase of either h1 or h2 individually. Yet, as d increases from 1.2 m to 7.2 m, ductility
capacities for three types of piers (h1 = h2 = 3 m) do not change significantly, as shown
in Figure 5c,f,i. This implies that the pier height, comprising h1 and h2, is the primary
parameter that influences structural ductility.

For all cases, piers deform elastically with a negative ∆0 less than −0.25 uy at the
first yielding, elastic-plastically with a negative ∆0 larger than −0.25 uy, and plastically
with positive ∆0. Under the SLE loading, the ductility demand for each case is less than
−0.25 uy. This means that all piers remain elastic upon the SLE demands being reached
and the requirement on the immediate occupancy (IO) performance level being achieved.
Similar IO performances can be achieved in both the monolithic piers and the braced
articulated piers under the DBE loading. Yet, for the free articulated piers, the ductility
demands (∆0) exceed the corresponding −0.25 uy and even become positive for piers with
heights of 6 m and 8 m. This means that the free articulated piers will deform inelastically
to meet the DBE demands that should be checked against the requirements of the life safety
(LS) performance. For all considered piers, the ductility demands (∆0) at the MCE level are
positive, meaning that all piers yield with the formation of plastic hinges to achieve the
collapse prevention (CP) performance.

Besides, the yielding behaviors of each pier under the MCE earthquake are illustrated
in the upper region of each diagram in Figure 5. The first yielding regions are colored
in green and the second yielding regions (hinges) are in red. It is noticed that most
free articulated piers yield at the DBE and the MCE levels with multiple hinges forming
sequentially, the first at the bottom ends of their upper limbs and the second at the bottom
end of their columns. This provides an alternative way to dissipate more energies with
multiple hinges by selecting the free articulated pier–deck connection.
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Figure 5. Ductility demands, ductility capacities, and yielding behaviors for piers with the mono-
lithic connection (a–c), the articulated connections with (d–f) and without bracing (g–i) at varying
structural dimensions.
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3.3. Ductility Capacities and Lateral Resistances for Piers with Different Structural Dimensions

Figures 6–8 present the acceleration displacement response spectra (ADRSs) and the
corresponding capacity spectrum curves for the monolithic piers, the braced articulated
piers, and the free articulated piers, respectively. With the increase of either h1 or h2,
the lateral resistance decreases, while the ductility capacity increases. In each figure,
capacity spectrum curves intersect with their inelastic MCE response spectra at the MCE
performance points, denoted as solid circles.
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Figure 6. ADSRs for the monolithic piers at different limb heights (a) and column heights (b).
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Figure 7. ADSRs for the braced articulated piers at different limb heights (a) and column heights (b).
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Figure 8. ADSRs for the free articulated piers at different limb heights (a) and column heights (b).

The first yielding point, the second yielding point, and the ultimate failure point for
each pier are marked as the triangle, the cube, and the cross, respectively. From the markers
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shown in Figures 6–8, we can conclude that, for each pier considered, its MCE performance
point is always located between its second yielding point and its ultimate failure point,
while its SLE performance point is located below its first yielding point. This confirms the
yielding behaviors illustrated in Figure 5 where all piers deform elastically to achieve the
IO performance and yield with the formation of hinges to achieve the CP performance.

In the monolithic and the braced articulated piers, both yielding points locate between
the corresponding DBE and the MCE performance points; while in the free articulated piers,
both yielding points locate between the SLE and the DBE performance points except the
highest pier (h = 10 m). In the free articulated piers, the lateral stiffness of limbs (kl1 or kl2)
is rather small relative to the shear keys and column. Under lateral loading, the horizontal
displacement at the pier top is distributed according to the slenderness of the structural
members. The limb inclined towards the displacement direction is usually the slenderest
member and will yield earlier; but at increased h, the slenderer pier can accommodate more
deformation and will yield later. This indicates that, besides the pier–deck connection, the
yielding behaviors are affected by the distribution of lateral stiffnesses among the bearings
and the structural members.

3.4. Ductility Demands at Different Deck Masses, Shear Limits, and Stiffnesses of Bearings

Figure 9 represents the ADRS curves for three types of piers with identical structural
dimensions (h1 = h2 = 3 m, d = 3.6 m). Two practical equivalent deck masses (1.0 × 105 kg
and 1.5 × 105 kg) are considered to study the lateral resistance and the ductility of the
interested piers. With either deck mass, the lateral resistance of the monolithic pier is larger
than that of the braced articulated pier, and further, the free articulated one; whereas the
ductility capacity for the three types of piers is in the opposite order.
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It is noted that piers with large masses have decreased strength capacity and increased
deformation capacity. This indicates that heavy bridges demand a large deformation capacity,
whereas light bridges demand a large strength capacity. Thus, in light pedestrian bridges, like
the Streicker Bridge [42] on the Princeton University campus, the monolithic pier is preferred
for its large resistance; but in heavy bridges, articulated piers are recommended for the large
deformation capacity in bearings. A better energy absorption capacity introduced by bearings
was also demonstrated by Abey et al. [43] in bearing-supported bridges.

In articulated bridges, shear keys are usually installed to limit the shear deformation
of bearings. At the fixed structural dimensions (h1 = h2 = 3 m, d = 3.6 m), the ADRS curves
for the pushover analyses in the braced and free articulated piers with bearings at different
stiffnesses and shear limits are shown in Figures 10 and 11, respectively. Three stiffnesses
(0.5kb, kb, and 2kb) and two shear limits (5 cm and 10 cm) are considered for each type of
articulated piers.
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Figure 10. ADRSs for pushover analyses in braced articulated piers with bearing shear limits of 5 cm (a) and
10 cm (b).
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Figure 11. ADRSs for pushover analyses in free articulated piers with bearing shear limits of 5 cm (a)
and 10 cm (b).
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For both articulated piers, the ductility demands increase as the shear stiffnesses
decrease from 2kb to 0.5kb, as typically shown in Figure 10. For braced articulated piers,
both the first and the second yielding points are located between the DBE and MCE
performance points; while for each free articulated pier, both yielding points are between
the SLE and DBE performance points. This indicates that both articulated piers deform
elastically to satisfy their corresponding SLE performance demands, but the free articulated
piers will form plastic hinges before the DBE performance demands. Particularly, for the
free articulated piers with 0.5kb, as shown in Figure 11b, a transition occurs before the DBE
demand. The early yielding confirms the illustrations in Figure 5g–c, where limbs yield
before columns.

As the shear limit increases from 5 cm to 10 cm, the ductility demands increase
significantly while the strength demands decrease slightly to achieve MCE performance, as
illustrated in 10b and 11b. This demonstrates that the ductility demand of the articulated
Y-shaped piers can be remarkably enhanced by inserting a larger gap between the bearing
and the shear keys.

3.5. Energy Dissipation before and after the Expected Performance

Figure 12 presents three distinct hysteretic curves for three types of CFST-Y piers with
identical structural dimensions at h of 6 m under cyclic loading. The curves before and
after the MCE performance are colored in blue and black, respectively. For the monolithic
pier as illustrated in Figure 12a, the ultimate horizontal load is ~1005 kN. The absorbed
energy before the MCE performance is 226.2 kN·m, and after the MCE performance, the
residual energy to be dissipated before failure is 293.0 kN·m. This indicates that the mono-
lithic pier has balanced energy dissipations before and after the MCE performance. For
the braced articulated pier as illustrated in Figure 12b, the maximum horizontal load is
~1545 kN. The absorbed energy before the MCE performance is 115.0 kN·m, the least among
the three; while the residual energy before failure is 376.2 kN·m, the largest among the
three. This indicates that the braced articulated pier has the least energy dissipation before
the MCE performance. For the free articulated pier as illustrated in Figure 12c, the maxi-
mum horizontal load is ~1575 kN. The energy absorbed before the MCE performance is
344.0 kN·m, the largest among the three; while the residual energy before failure is
162.6 kN·m, the smallest among the three. This indicates that the free articulated pier
has the largest energy dissipation before the MCE performance.

The absorbed energy before the desired performance can be characterized as the
post-yielding ductility between the first yielding and the corresponding performance point.
This determines to what extent the local ductility of structural members can be utilized
for mitigating the intended earthquake shakings. On the other side, the residual energy
before failure can be characterized as the redundant ductility between the performance
point and the ultimate ductility capacity. The larger redundant ductility the pier has, the
more safety redundancy it remains. Thus, in the seismic design of CFST Y-shaped piers,
a proper pier–deck connection should be first selected to decide the energy dissipation
strategy before and after the desired performance.

Figure 13 shows the absorbed and residual energies, corresponding to the respective
upper and bottom contour diagrams, for the three types of piers with different structural
dimensions. For each type of pier, both energies are functions of the two structural dimen-
sions (h1 and h2), both ranging from 1 m to 7 m. Consistent with the case (h1 = h2 = 3 m)
shown in Figure 12, the energy dissipations of each type of pier differ remarkably before
and after the MCE performance and are determined by the structural dimensions. That is,
with the identical cross-sections in the CFST-Y piers, the structural dimensions determine
the stiffness of structural members and thereby, the absorbed and residual energies.

For the high piers with small global stiffnesses, both the absorbed and residual energies
are small regardless of the pier–deck connections, as shown in the top-right corner of each
diagram; except, the absorbed energies of the braced articulated piers are usually less than
that of the monolithic piers, and further less than that of free articulated piers; whereas
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the residual energies of the braced articulated piers are usually larger than that of the
monolithic piers, and further larger than that of free articulated piers. The opposite orders
in the absorbed and residual energy dissipation suggested that the braced articulated piers
are preferred if the largest safety redundancy is pursued. However, if cost-effectiveness is
pursued, the free articulated piers are preferred for achieving a specific performance under
low-level earthquakes. In this case, the inclined members in the free articulated pier may
act as fuses for extra energy dissipation.
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Figure 12. Hysteretic curves for the monolithic (a), the braced articulated (b), and the free articulated (c)
CFST-Y piers with h1 = h2 = 3 m and d = 3.6 m.
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Figure 13. Contour diagrams of the absorbed energy (upper) and the residual energy (bottom)
in achieving the MCE performance for the monolithic (a), the braced articulated (b), and the free
articulated piers (c) with different structural dimensions.
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Figure 14 shows the skeleton curves obtained from the hysteretic curves of the free
articulated piers. The effects of the three structural dimensions such as h1, h2, and d on
the horizontal load and displacement can be studied individually based on Figure 14a–c,
respectively. With the increase of either h1 or h2, the ultimate strength of the skeleton curves
decreases, while the ultimate displacement increase. This means that the less ultimate
strength, always accompanied by the larger ultimate displacement, is determined by h. It is
also noted that both the lateral resistance and the ductility capacity are nearly insensitive to
d. This confirms that the nonsymmetrical moment near the wye approach joint is insensitive
to d and solely determined by the combined stiffnesses (ke1 or ke2) of limb-bearing systems.
Here, at the fixed shear limit of 5 cm, the structural ductility of the free articulated pier is
primarily determined by the combination of h1 and h2. Thus, by rationally designing the
structural dimensions (h1 and h2), the local ductility of inclined members can be exploited
to dissipate more energy effectively.
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Figure 14. Skeleton curves in the free articulated piers at different h1 (a), h2 (b), and d (c).

4. Conclusions

This work proposed an energy-based approach for enhancing the seismic performance
of the CFST-Y bridge piers. The effects of the structural dimensions, masses, shear limits,
and bearing stiffnesses on the ductility capacity and ductility demands were studied for
pier systems with different pier–deck connections. By comparing the ductility capacity
with the ductility demand, performance objectives (IO, SL, and CP) at different seismic
hazard levels can be achieved with different energy dissipation patterns in piers. Some
conclusions can be drawn as follows:

(1) The pier–deck connection and structural dimensions (h1, h2, and d) determine the
lateral stiffnesses and yielding behaviors of the CFST Y-shaped piers that will further
influence the lateral resistances and ductility capacities in bridges at the SLE, DBE,
and MCE hazard levels.

(2) On achieving the expected performance objectives, the ductility demands for all
three types of piers increase with the deck mass. Particularly, for the braced and free
articulated piers, the ductility demands increase with the shear limit but decrease
with the shear stiffness of bearings.
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(3) The absorbed and residual energies before and after the expected performance can be
utilized to evaluate the ductility exploitation and performance redundancy in CFST-Y
piers. The enhanced absorbed energies before the MCE performance were observed in
the free articulated piers where the extra energies were dissipated by multiple hinges
formed in CFST Y-shaped fuses.

This work provided a conceptual approach to evaluate the seismic performance of
the CFST-Y bridge piers. According to the energy dissipation patterns in three types of
piers, an enhanced energy dissipation mechanism by multiple hinges was proposed in
the free articulated piers where the local ductility of the CFST Y-shaped members can be
efficiently exploited by appropriately selecting pier–deck connections and primary design
parameters. However, the findings obtained in this study are based on a pedestrian case
bridge with small deck masses and fixed cross-sections in pier–deck systems. In practice,
more detailed designs on the structural dimensions should be considered for achieving the
expected performance objectives and multiple hinges. Nonetheless, this approach provides
insight into the energy dissipation enhancement in bridge piers via the CFST Y-shaped
fuses for economic consideration. In the future, studies can be conducted on applying the
CFST Y-shaped fuses to bridges with large deck masses or structures to be retrofitted for
obtaining a compromise between cost-effectiveness and safety redundancy.
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Nomenclature

CFST concrete-filled steel tubular
RC reinforced concrete
CFST-Y CFST Y-shaped
SDF single-degree-of-freedom
Sa spectral acceleration
Sd spectral displacement
ADRS Acceleration Displacement Response Spectrum
SLE Service Level Earthquake
DBE Design Based Earthquake
MCE Maximum Credible Earthquake
IO Immediate Occupancy
LS Life Safety
CP Collapse Prevention
h total pier height
h1 limb height
h2 column height

https://github.com/zhaoyang-guo/opensees.git
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d center-to-center spacing between the limb tops
Es elastic modulus of Q345 steel
α inclined angle between one limb and the vertical line
I1 moment of inertia of limb
I2 moment of inertia of column
P equivalent lateral static loading
m effective mass of bridge deck
kp1 lateral stiffness of the monolithic piers
kp2 lateral stiffness of the braced articulated piers
kp3 lateral stiffness of the free articulated piers
kc1 lateral stiffness of the upper portion of the Y-shaped pier
kc2 lateral stiffness of the lower portion of the Y-shaped pier
E equivalent elastic modulus of CFSTs
kb shear stiffness of bearings in a pier system
kbs shear stiffness of a single bearing
kl1 lateral stiffness of the left limb
kl2 lateral stiffness of the right limb
λ ratio of the lateral seismic force to the equivalent gravity of deck
ke1 equivalent lateral stiffness of the left limb-bearing systems
ke2 equivalent lateral stiffness of the left limb-bearing systems
∆u post-yielding displacement capacity
∆0 ductility demand
uu ultimate deck displacement
uy the second yielding displacement
u0 displacement demand at a given earthquake level
∆u1 ductility capacity of the monolithic pier
∆u2 ductility capacity of the braced articulated pier
∆u3 ductility capacity of the free articulated pier
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